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The best
thermoplastic
solutions for
infrastructure
networks 

Politejo Group was founded in 1978, as an industry specialized in the manufacture of

thermoplastic solutions and its main activity is the production of pipes and plastic

accessories for the water supply, waste water, irrigation, electricity and telecommunications.

Our strategy is based on the constant innovation of products and services, with a skilled

team, able to understand the needs associated with the various sectors and present

highly reliable solutions, longevity that allow the conservation of water resources and

the environment.

The success of  Politejo Group is based on the profile of its employees, with a

family-oriented management, due to the strategic location of its manufacturing

units and their complete solutions.

This profile enabled a notable growth throughout the last 40 years, and currently

Politejo Group is present in Angola, Brazil, Spain, Mozambique and Portugal, with

a view to expandingto new locations.



LUSOAGRO

LusoAgro is an anti-cracking PE pipe without perforations, its use is very versatile, it can be used
for both gardening and agriculture.

This tube is made of high quality materials and has perfect hardness/rigidity indices to facilitate
its installation. Thanks to the materials used in manufacturing we also obtain a great resistance to
UV rays, so we improve the life of the product if it is going to be used exposed to the sun.
Its anti-cracking properties allow the pipe to be drilled at the desired distance to place emitters or
accessories without it suffering any type of cracking along its entire surface.

We manufacture the Lusoagro in 2 diameters:

-External diameter of 16mm and internal diameter of 14.8 mm, the tube thickness is 1.2 mm and we

obtain a pressure resistance of 2.5 BAR.

-External diameter of 20mm and internal diameter of 18.7 mm, the tube thickness is 1.3 mm and we

obtain a pressure resistance of 4 BAR.

Reference Diameter
Pressure

ATM
MT Roll Rolls/Pallet Rolls / truck

16 2,5 400 9 360

20 4 300 6 240

Mt / truck

144,000

72,000
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TAGROPE0404-400

TAGROPE0304-300
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